
 

 

 

 

Tips malaparadois – English version – Paraty 

 

Paraty  
 
Paraty is a municipality in the state of Rio de Janeiro. Located on the southern coast of the state, 
lies 258 km from the capital, the city of Rio de Janeiro.  
 
At first glance it seems that time has stopped in Paraty, a squeezed town between the hills and 
the sea and reached its apogee in the Gold Cycle.  
 
In the historic center, the frame consists of preserved colonial mansions, churches from the 18th 
and 19th centuries streets and sidewalks by foot slaves-of-brat where automobile traffic is banned 
stones.  
 
But just cycle through the streets to give a pulsating, charming city, with people, accents and 
flavors from around the world, combining tradition and modernity.  
 
The scenario used in religious festivals, such as the Divine is the same where the gang plays 
Carnival, fans of branquinha exemplified in the drink Cachaça Festival and intellectuals dig the 
ballad during the busy International Literary Festival, the Flip.  
 
Paraty still gathers beaches and waterfalls. On the road to Cunha are waterfalls that form perfect 
natural pools for bathing, as Pedra Branca and tobogganing.  
 
Already in the village of Trinity, 20 kilometers, accessible by trails and wild beaches, like Sleep 
and Cachadaço, the young and adventurous class.  
 
For those who do not care about walks, boats leave the dock every day to tour the bay and its 
islands.  
 
The night of Paraty is also very busy, lots of bars and some nightclubs make the party all night!  
Recommend the Bar & Nightclub 33.  
 
Thanks to tipping by the National Heritage Institute, almost nothing has changed there. Erected 
between the 18th and 19th centuries in an area between the river and the Acu-Perequê Parati 
Bay, keeps the landscape framed by colonial mansions and churches. A ban on car traffic 
preserved the irregular paving stones for making walking the only way to get around the area and 
meet postcards as the church of Santa Rita, erected in 1722. Work the colored houses bars, 
restaurants and craft shops.  
 
 
The beaches of Paraty staying away from the city and the best way to know them is doing a boat 
tour, including the islands.  
 
One of the beaten path is what leads to the islands Two Sisters, Long, Araújo, Rasa, Cotton and 
Catimbau, and Red beaches and Lula.  
 



 

 

 

 

Those seeking uncrowded beaches should opt for the tour that goes to bag Mamanguá Cajaíba, 
Martim de Sá and Ponta Negra. To appreciate some of the loveliest scenery in the region, such 
as rustic beach Sleep (one hour walk) and the pools Cachadaço, take the direction of riponga 
town of Trinity.  
 
Redoubt young, is 20 kilometers and is accessible by paved road.  
 
The night is lively in the Old Town, with great pride that transados bars in menus and watered 
music programming MPB, bossa nova and rock.  
 
Whoever just watching while taking a cold, the tip is the old bar Coupê, opposite the parish church, 
crowded with tables scattered across the sidewalk.  
 
Paraty 33  
 
The style refers to the ancient taverns and commercial warehouses. The traffic is heavy between 
the lounge with live band and landscaped outdoor. For lunch or dinner, the extensive menu offers 
fish, meat, pasta, risottos and salads. 
 

Acesse: www.malaparadois.com - Dicas de Viagens & Lifestyle em um único site! 

Novas dicas, histórias e fotos de viagens: 

Siga: https://twitter.com/@Malaparadois 

Curta: https://www.facebook.com/malaparadois 

Participe: https://www.facebook.com/groups/malaparadois/ 

Compartilhe a sua história também! Envie-nos um e-mail contando suas aventuras! 

E-mail: malaparadois@gmail.com 


